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A sequence (a,) of integers is a-good (a real) if the sequence (a& of real 
numbers is uniformly distributed mod 1. For each polynomial P(x) of positive 
degree with real coefficients, we determine the set of real numbers oi for which 
the sequence of integer parts ([PO’)]) is a-good. 
1. INTR~DuC~~N 
A sequence (yJ of real numbers is uniformly distributed mod 1 if, for 
each subinterval I of the unit interval U = [0, l), one has 
gz N-l f Xr(iYA) = 40; 
i=l 
(1) 
here, x1 denotes the characteristic function of Z, {y} = y - [y] is the 
fractional part of y, and h(Z) denotes the length of I. 
In his classic paper [4] on uniform distribution mod 1, Weyl proved 
that if (aj) is a strictly increasing sequence of integers, then the sequence 
(+) of real numbers is uniformly distributed mod 1 for almost all real CL. 
(Weyl’s proof yields the same result if the aj’s are merely distinct integers.) 
This suggests the following. 
DEFINITION. A sequence (uj) of integers is a-good (a real) if the sequence 
&a) of real numbers is uniformly distributed mod 1; a sequence of integers 
is good if it is a-good for all irrational CL 
No sequence (Uj) of integers can be a-good if OL is rational. For, if 01 = p/q 
where p and q are integers.with q > 0, then for any j in Z+(Z+ = set of 
positive integers) the fractional part of ajcz is one of the numbers 0, l/q,..., 
(q - 1)/q. Therefore, if Z is the open interval (0, I/q), then the left-hand 
side of (1) is 0, while the right-hand side is l/q. 
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It is wellknown that the sequence (j) of all positive integers is good; this 
follows at once from Theorem C below. Vinogradov [2] has proved that 
the sequence of prime numbers, arranged in increasing order, is good. 
Wall [3] proved that, if r 3 2 is an integer, then the sequence (rj) is a-good 
if and only if 01 is normal to base r. In this paper we characterize those 
polynomials P(x) with real coefficients for which the sequence ([P(j)]) of 
integer parts is a-good. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that /3 is a real number. 
(i) If /3 = 0, then the sequence ([jp]) of integer parts is a-good for 
no a. 
(ii) Zf /3 # 0 and /3 is rational, then the sequence ([jfi]) is good. 
(iii) Zffl is irrational, then the sequence (b,!I]) is or-good tf and only if 
1, p, ,!?a are linearly independent over thejield of rational numbers. 
Part (i) of Theorem 1 is obvious. Parts (ii) and (iii) are immediate con- 
sequences of Theorem 2 below. In order to make the basic ideas under- 
lying the proof of Theorem 2 more transparent, we shall give a separate 
proof of Theorem 1. However, the proof of Theorem 2 given below does 
not depend on Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(x) = /$, + &x + -a* + /3,x” be a polynomial of 
degree n 3 1 with real coeficients. 
(i) Suppose that /I,, is irrational, but /3,Jp,, is rational for k = l,..., n. 
Then the sequence ([P(j) J) of integer parts is a-good if and only if 1, /3, , pna 
are linearly independent over the$eld of rational numbers. 
(ii) Otherwise, the sequence ([P(j)]) is good. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It will be convenient to recall certain elements of the theory of uniform 
distribution in R” (Rn = n-dimensional real Euclidean space). 
For each positive integer n, let Un be the unit cube, consisting of all 
n-tuples y = (yl ,..., yn) in Rn where each yi satisfies 0 < y5 < 1. We 
definethefractionalpart ofy = (yl ,...,yn)inRn tobe{y} = ({yS,..., {yn}). 
(Notice that 17” = {{y}l y E R”}.) Any set B _C Un of the form 
B=Z, x .*a x Z, , where each Z5 is a subinterval of U1 = U, is a brick in 
U”. Let h(B) denote the volume of any brick B in U”, and let xe denote the 
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characteristic function of B in R”. A sequence (yJ in Rn is uniformly 
distributed mod 1 (in R”) if, for each brick B in U”, we have 
Given x = (x1 ,..., x,J and z = (zl ,..., zn) in R”, put 
xz = XlZl + 0.. + x,z, . 
A function f : R” -+ C (C = set of complex numbers) is periodic modulo 
one if f(x + m) = f(x) for every x in R” and every lattice point m in R”. 
Finally, we put 0 = (O,..., 0) in R” and write e(v) = ezniZI for all real y. 
Proofs of the following four theorems may be found in Chapter IV of 
PI. 
THEOREM A (Weyl’s criteria). The following three conditions on a 
sequence (yj) in R* are equivalent: 
(i) The sequence (yJ is uniformly distributed mod 1 in R”. 
(ii) For every Riemann-integrable function f : R” ---f C which is 
periodic modulo one, 
$i N-l 5 f(yj) = 1 f(x) dx. 
j=l U" 
(iii) For every lattice point t # 0 in R”, 
iz N-l fJ e(tyj) = 0. 
j=l 
THEOREM B. A sequence (yJ in Rn is untformly distributed mod 1 in 
R” if and only if for every lattice point t # 0 in R”, the sequence (tyJ is 
uniformly distributed mod 1 in R. 
THEOREM C. Suppose that 01~ ,..., 01, are real numbers such that 1, 
ct,, are linearly independent over the field of rational numbers. Then 
2; Zquence ((j CQ ,..., joz,,)) is uniformly distributed mod 1 in Rn. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that P(X) = y,, + y,x + *a* + y,#’ is a poZy- 
nomial of degree m > 1 with real coeficients. If P(x) has at least one 
irrational coeficient yt with t > 0, then the sequence (P(j)) is untformly 
distributed mod 1. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Part (i) of Theorem 1 is obvious. To prove part (ii), write /3 = rs-l, 
where s > 1 and r # 0 are integers. Let (II be any irrational number. We 
are to show that 
N 
5% N-l C e(h[jrs-‘1 a) = 0 
j-1 
(2) 
for each nonzero integer h. 
Given N > S, put M = [X-l]. Then 
g e(hLb+] a) = r e(h[jrs-l] a) + O(1) 
5-l 5-l 
M-l 8 
= ,C, ,C, e(hW + 4 rs-Y 4 + 00) 
= P 
1 M-1 
= 2 e(h[mrs-l] a) -z- e(hkm) + O(1). 
llz-=1 k-0 
Now bra is irrational, so 
Using the trivial estimate 
we see that 
$ e(h[jrs-l] a) = O(l), 
and (2) follows at once. 
Finally, we prove (iii). Let OL, /I be given irrationals. We have two cases: 
(a) 1, /I, &Y are linearly dependent over Q, (b) 1, p, /3cy are linearly indepen- 
dent over Q (Q = set of rational numbers). 
Case (a). There exist integers u, v, w-not all zero-such that 
u + v/3 = wpa. (3) 
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w # 0 since /3 is irrational. In order to show that the sequence ([j/3]) is not 
a-good, it suffices to show that 
2% N-l 5 e(w[jfl] a) # 0. 
i-1 
(4) 
From (3), we have 
where g : R -+ C is defined by g(x) = e((y - WOL){X}). Clearly, g is 
Riemann-integrable and periodic modulo one. Moreover, the sequence 
(j/3) is uniformly distributed mod 1 by Theorem C. Therefore, 
Jirli N-l : e(w[j/3] a) = jj$ N-l 5 g(j13) 
j=l j=l 
by Theorem A. But 
I 
1 
= g(x) dx 
0 
jol g(x) dx = 5,’ e((v - wa) x) dx = e~T~ow~)w~) ’ # 0, 
which proves (4). 
Case (b). Let h be any nonzero integer; we are to show that 
We have 
gi N-l F e(h[j/3] a.) = 0. 
I=1 
(5) 
where f: R2 + C is defined by f(x, JJ) = e(hy - h(x) a). f is Riemann 
integrable and periodic modulo one. Also, the sequence ((j/3, j/k)) is 
641/7/I-7 
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uniformly distributed mod 1 in R2 by Theorem C, since 1, /I, /3a are 
linearly independent over Q. Thus 
$i N-1 ; e(h[$] a) = ii N-l 5 f(jfl,j@) 
i=l i=l 
= 
SI o1 o1fG-, Y) dx dy 
by Theorem A. But 
since h is a lz~nzerc integer. This establishes (5) and therefore completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. THE FIRST PART OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let cz be an irrational number. Suppose first that the following condi- 
tions hold: 
j?n is irrational, (6) 
/3k//3n is rational for k = l,..., n, (7) 
1, /In , /Ina are linearly dependent over Q. (8) 
We shall show that the sequence ([P(j)]) is not a-good. 
By (7), there are integers a, bl ,..., b, with ab, # 0 such that 
P(x) = jlo + j5,&(blx + a*. + b,x”). 
From (8), there are integers h, , hl , h,-not all zero-such that 
h, # 0 because of (6). To show that ([P(j)]) is not a-good, it is enough to 
show that 
where 
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Let us write Q(x) = b,x + .** + b,,P, so that P(x) = j$, + #),@Q(x). 
Then 
S(N) = 2 e(uh,P(j) OL - uh,{P(j)} CL) 
i=l 
= e(uhl~04 5 gtf4&Q(j)), 
id 
where g : R + C is defined by g(x) = e(&x - uh,{x + fi,,> a). The 
function g is Riemann integrable and periodic module one. Furthermore, 
the leading coefficient of the polynomial p&Q(x) is irrational, so the 
sequence @,&Q(j))& is uniformly distributed mod 1 by Theorem D. It 
follows from Theorem A that 
$z N-?!?(N) = e(uh&p) jol g(x) dx 
where we have put 8 = ah, - ah, cx. 
To evaluate this integral, put w  = (j?o}, so that 
6 + PO1 = ; 1 t’- 1 1 
if O<xtl---w 
, if I--o<x<l. 
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We have 
s 
1 
= e(b) dx. 
0 
Since ah, # 0 and OL is irrational, 8 is necessarily irrational. Therefore, 
s 
1 
e(h) dx = 
e(8) - 1 
0 2fliB + ‘9 
and (10) is established. 
5. THE COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THHRJIM 2 
Suppose now that not all of the conditions (6x8) hold. To complete 
the proof of the theorem, it suBices to show that 
9% N-l : e(h[P(j)] a) = 0 
i-1 
(11) 
for each nonzero integer h. 
Put 
I,={kEZ+Il <k<nand/&oQ}, 
&={k~Z+ll <k<n,Bk#Qandl,Bk,Sk~ 
are linearly dependent over Q}, 
I,=(kEZ+I 1 <k<nandl,~k,@~~ 
are linearly independent over Q}. 
II, IB , I, are pairwise disjoint sets whose union is the set {l,..., n>. For 
each k E II u I, , there are integers ck , cd, ci-not all zero-such that 
c; + q$p = Qk * (12) 
Clearly, we may require that cg’ = Oandc,>lforeachkoII,andthat 
ck’ 2 1 for each k E Ie . Put 
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s is a positive integer. (If ZI U la = 0, then s = 1 by the usual convention 
regarding empty products.) 
Given a positive integer N > s, put M = [Ns-‘1. Then 
5 4WWl4 = 5 eW(j)l4 + O( 1) 
i-l j=l 
r=1 q-0 
To prove (1 l), it is enough to show that, for each integer r with 1 < r < s, 
we have 
lili M-‘S&f; r) = 0, (13) 
q=l 
Let the integer r with 1 < r < s be fixed throughout the remainder of 
the proof. For each integer k with 1 < k < n (n = degree of P), the 
polynomial 
R,(x) = s-l((sx + r)k - rk) (14) 
has integer coefficients. We define polynomials 
&b) = c flkRk&) (I= 1,2,3). (15) 
ksIl 
(The usual convention regarding empty sums applies.) We may write 
P(sx + r) - P(r) = f bk((sx + r)’ - rk) 
k=l 
= s i b&(x) 
k-1 
= 4w) + A,(x) + A,(x)). (16) 
For each k E Z, , & is an integer; each polynomial R&x) has integer 
coefficients; hence, 
s&(q) = c (‘@k) R,(q) 
kGI, 
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is an integer whenever q is an integer. Therefore (16) yields 
&(M; r) = f e(hP(q.9 + r) 01 - h{P(qs + r)} a) 
q=l 
(17) 
(Recall that { } indicates fractional part.) 
Consider A&). Let m = card I, . If m = 0, then A,(x) is identically 
zero. If m > 0, we may write 
where I, consists of the integers k, < k2 < a** < k,,, . Let 
= F U&&,(X) + polynomial with integer coefficients, (19) 
9=1 
where we have put 
a, = wp, (1 < P < ml. (20) 
Let 
and let A:“(x) denote the zero polynomial. (Notice that A:‘@)(x) is identical 
with A,(x).) From the identities 
pkpRkn(X) = &‘(x) - &-l)(x) (1 <P < 4, 
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we obtain 
Combining (19) and (22) yields 
@h(q) a) = e (h c (a, - %+3 k)(q) + ha,A~%)) (23) P<?lb 
for each integer q. Notice that (23) is valid for m = 0 as well. Hence (17) 
may be written as 
S,(M; r) = e(hP(r) CY) 5 e (h&(q) a 
q=l 
+ f=44q) 01 - W(r) + &%I) + s&(q)) a). 
We define integers u1 , ZJ~ , us , v as follows: 
i 
0, if II = Izr or if all nonconstant rational 
211 = coefficients of P(x) are zero, 
1, otherwise; 
02 = 
I 
0, if Is = 0, 
1, if I2 # 0; 
vg = 
I 
0, if I, = 0, 
1, if I3 # 0; 
v  = v1 + mv, + 2v, . 
Since P(x) is a polynomial of degree n 3 1 and I, u la u I3 = {l,..., n}, 
necessarily v > 1. We define a sequence (x,J of points in R” by 
x, = (4(q) % A%)?...~ &‘(qh -Ml) % 4d) (q E z+>: 
if v1 = 0, we omit the first component A,(q) 01 from each x, ; if u2 = 0, we 
omit components Ail)(q),..., Aim)(q) from each x, ; if vg = 0, we omit the 
last two components A,(q) a, A,(q) from each x, . Then 
SW; 11 = e(Wr) 4 5 f&J, 
q=l 
(24) 
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where f : R” -+ C is defined by 
= e ( v,hsx,, + v,h c (a,, - a,,+3 x, + v,ha,,,x,,, Km 
+ a%+1 - h@‘(r) + v,sx,,, + v sx 3 m+2) a): 
if v1 = 0, we omit x0 in x = (x0 , x1 ,..., x, , x,+~, xm+2); if v, = 0, we 
omit x, ,..., x, in x; if vg = 0, we omit x~+~ , x,+~ in x. 
Suppose, for the moment, that the sequence (x& is uniformly distributed 
mod 1 in R”. The function f is Riemann integrable and periodic modulo 
one. It follows from (24) and Theorem A that 
Jili M-Wh(M; I) = e(hP(r) CX) ]v*f(x) dx. 
Put F = JU,,f(x) dx. In order to establish (13)--and hence to prove the 
theorem-it suffices to show that F = 0, provided not all of conditions 
(6)-(8) hold. 
If v1 # 0, then ji e(qhsx,,) dx, = 0, so that F = 0. If v3 # 0, then 
.fi e@&h+l) dw,+l = 0, whence F = 0. Now assume that v1 = v3 = 0. 
Then m > 1, for otherwise conditions (6)-(8) all hold. If a, # a,+1 for 
some p with 1 < p < m - 1, then $ e(v,h(a, - a,,+& x,) dx, = 0, so 
that F = 0. We claim that the remaining case in which a, = a, = .** = a,,, 
is not possible unless conditions (6~(8) all hold. 
If v1 = v, = 0, then conditions (6) and (8) hold. For each p with 
1 <P <<,a, =vk, = SC,&, by (20) and (18). Hence a, = a, = *** = 
a, implies that 
Dividing both members of (12) by ck’pk yields 
4 
CKISk 
+a==$ (k E I2), 
whence 
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It follows that &J/3 km is rational forp = I,..., m. All nonconstant irrational 
coefficients of P(x) appear among fik ,..., fiB because u, = 0. Since 
u1 = 0, all nonconstant rational coefficiknts (ifmthere are any) are zero. 
From these remarks, we see that /3*, = /3,, and that condition (7) is 
satisfied. This established the claim in the preceding paragraph. 
It remains to show that the sequence (x,) is uniformly distributed 
mod 1 in R”, provided not all of the conditions (6)-(8) hold. By Theorem B, 
it suffices to show that, for any lattice point t = (to , t, ,..., t, , t,+l , t,,,) 
in R” with t # 0, the sequence (tx,) is uniformly distributed mod 1 in R. 
(If v1 = 0, we omit to in t; if v2 = 0, we omit tl ,..., t, in t; if us = 0, we 
omit fmfl , tm+z in t.) Consider the polynomial 
m = wo4w a+ 02 5 b&‘(x) + %(L+1&(4 a+ tm+244), 
p=1 
so that 
WI) = b6 (4 E z+). 
By Theorem D, the sequence (T(q)) is uniformly distributed mod 1, 
provided the polynomial T(x) possesses at least one nonconstant irra- 
tional coefficient. We show that this is the case, assuming that not all of 
conditions (6j-48) hold. 
Using (15) and (21), we write T(x) in the form 
XGI, p-1 W4 
+ %(tm+l”l + hn+d 1 @kRkb)* 
kel, 
The second sum is 
in an obvious notation. If we put 
I WO% 
if kel,, 
A, = VZYk, if k.sI,, 
%(L,l~ + L+3, if kFI,; 
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then 
= s-l i hkpk((sx + r)k - rk) (by (14)). 
k-l 
The proof that T(X) has a nonconstant irrational coefficient is indirect. 
Suppose that the coefficients of x,..., xn in T(x) are all rational. Then the 
coefficients of x,..., xn in T(..+(x - r)) must all be rational as well. But 
T(s-‘(x - r)) = s-l 5 Akflk(xk - r’), 
k=l 
so h,/3, (1 ,< k < n) are all rational. We claim this implies that t = 0, 
which is the desired contradiction. 
First, to = 0 (or else to is omitted from t). To see this, we may suppose 
that ol # 0. Then P(x) has a nonconstant nonzero rational coefficient, say 
/3, with 1 E I1 . h&J = vltoa/3z is rational, whence vlt& = 0; i.e., to = 0. 
Next, tl = .*. = tm = 0 (or else t, ,..., tm are omitted from t). For, 
suppose that v2 # 0. Then for each k E Z2, &$k: = u&j$ is rational, 
whence yk = 0. If I, = {k, < .a* < km}, then tm = ylc, = 0 and t, = 
Y% - %,I = 0 forp = l,..., m - 1. 
Finally, tm+l = tm+2 = 0 (or else tm+l , tm+s are omitted from t). To see 
this, suppose that u, # 0: let k E I3 . Then && = V,(tm+la + tm+2) fi, = 
vltm+J?ka + vstm+2~k is rational. Since 1, /&, /$$a are linearly independent 
over Q (by definition of I& it follows that v,t,,, = v3tm+z = 0: i.e., 
t nz+l = tm+s = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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